
21.1 WHAT IS AGREEMENT? 

To say that a verb agrees in form with its subject is to say that a verb has
more than one form and that each form matches up with a particular kind
of subject. Here are three parallel sets of examples:

STANDARD

ENGLISH FRENCH SPANISH

SINGULAR I live je vis (yo)† vivo

you live tu vis (tú) vives

he lives il vit (él) vive

she lives elle vit (ella) vive

PLURAL we live nous vivons vivimos

you live vous vivez vivis

they live ils vivent [masc.] (ellos) viven [masc.]

elles vivent [fem.] (ellas) viven [fem.]

In this example, Spanish has six different verb forms, French has five, and
Standard English has just two: live and lives.

To write Standard English correctly, you need to know which form
goes with each type of subject, where to find the subject in a clause, and
whether the subject is singular or plural.
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†In Spanish, when the subject is a pronoun, it is sometimes omitted.



21.2 MAKING VERBS AGREE WITH SUBJECTS 

In most cases, the subject affects the form of the verb only when the verb is
in the present tense. Except for the verb be (21.3) and for subjunctive verb
forms (25.4 and 25.5), the rules of agreement in the present tense are as
follows:

1. With third-person singular subjects, add -s or -es to the bare form of
the verb:

Peggy wants to study economics.

She works at the bank.

It serves over two thousand depositors.

Each of them holds a passbook.

Marvin Megabucks owns the bank.

He polishes his Jaguar once a week.

EXCEPTION: The verb have becomes has:

Everyone has moments of self-doubt.

Uncertainty has gripped all of us.

2. With all other subjects, use the bare form of the verb:

Economists study the stock market.

They evaluate the fluctuation of prices.

Like the experts, we want to make profitable investments.

My brother and his wife both work on Wall Street.

I do other things.

3. Whatever the subject, use the bare form of any verb that follows an
auxiliary, such as does, can, or may:

Does she play the sax?

She can sing.

She may become famous.
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21.3 MAKING THE VERB BE AGREE WITH SUBJECTS 

1. When be is a main verb, its forms are as follows:

PRESENT TENSE PAST TENSE

I am cold. I was busy.

You are cold. You were busy.

She She

He He

It is cold. It was busy.

Everyone Everyone

The student The student

We We

You You

They are cold. They were busy.

Many Many

The students The students

2. When be is an auxiliary, its form depends on the subject, just as when
be is a main verb:

I am annoyed by most tax forms.

The current one is written in incomprehensible language.

The pages are covered with small print and confusing diagrams.

What were the experts thinking of when they designed the form?

21.4 AVOIDING DIALECTAL MISTAKES IN AGREEMENT 

The rules of agreement in academic English differ from the rules of agree-
ment in regional and ethnic dialects. To write academic English correctly,
observe the following guidelines:
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1. If you’re writing about what anyone or anything does now, make sure
you add -s or -es to the verb:

£ My brother work for the post office.

£ He live with a couple of his friends.

2. If you’re writing about what you or they (any group of two or more)
do now, use only the bare form of the verb:

£ I needs a job.

£ Politicians loves to make promises.

£ They wants votes.

3. The only verb to use between I and a verb with -ing added is am or 
have been:

£ I be taking calculus this semester.

£ I been living in Seattle since 1998.

4. If you’re writing about what anyone or anything is at present, use is:

£ Veronica be my best friend.

£ Smoking be risky.

5. If you’re writing about what two or more persons or things are, use are:

£ Banks be closed on holidays.

6. Use has after any one person or thing:

£ My sister have a new apartment.

£ It have two bedrooms.

7. Use have after I, you, or any words naming more than one:

£ I has a lot of bills to pay.

£ My feet has been hurting.
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8. Before been, always use has, have, or had:

£ Everyone been hurt by the layoffs.

£ I been studying chemistry.

£ I done been watching the news when the phone rang.
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21.5 FINDING THE SUBJECT 

You can find the subject easily when it comes right before the verb:

S

Alan Paton / has written movingly about life in South Africa.

S

Many readers / consider Cry, the Beloved Country a classic.

But the subject follows the verb in sentences of the following kinds:

1. Sentences starting with There or Here plus a form of the verb be:

S

There was once / a thriving civilization in the jungles of the Yucatán.

S

Here is / a translation of Popol Vuh, the Mayan book about the dawn of life.

2. Sentences with inverted word order:

S

Visible near Monte Alban in southern Mexico are / massive pyramids 
constructed over two thousand years ago.

3. Some questions:

S

Have / archeologists / identified the builders of the pyramids?

S

Are / you / going to Egypt this year?

S

Will / the travel agent / book you on a charter flight?

21.6 RECOGNIZING THE NUMBER OF THE SUBJECT 

To make a verb agree with the subject, you must know whether the subject
is singular or plural. Observe the following guidelines for various kinds of
subjects:
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NOUNS MEANING ONE THING 

A noun meaning one thing is always singular, even if it ends in -s:

The lens was cracked.

The Grapes of Wrath is John Steinbeck’s greatest novel.

Gas is cheaper this summer than it was last fall.

NOUNS MEANING MORE THAN ONE THING 

A noun meaning more than one thing is always plural:

The lenses were cracked.

His teeth are crooked.

Women deserve to be paid as much as men are.

The new data require study.

Mice like cheese.

Cats like mice.

PRONOUNS FIXED IN NUMBER 

Most pronouns are fixed in number. They include the following:

ALWAYS SINGULAR

he each one

she each one another

it

everybody somebody

this everyone someone

that everything something

anybody either whatever

anyone neither whichever

anything whoever

nobody

none

no one

nothing

ALWAYS PLURAL

we these both few

they those others several
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PRONOUNS VARIABLE IN NUMBER 

The pronouns all, any, many, more, most, some, who, that, and which are 
variable in number. The number of such a pronoun depends on the number
of the word or phrase to which it refers:

Most of the sand is washed by the tide.

Most of the sandpipers are white.

Some of the oil has been cleaned up.

Some of the problems have been solved.

Titan is one of the fifteen known satellites that revolve around Saturn.

Titan is the only one of the satellites that has an atmosphere.

Many is singular only when used with a or an:

Many of the artists visit Florence.

Many an artist visits Florence.

Other pronouns are not affected in number by the phrases that modify
them; see “Modified Nouns and Pronouns,” p. 357.

VERBAL NOUNS AND NOUN CLAUSES 

Verbal nouns are always singular:

Reassembling the broken pieces of a china bowl is difficult.

To fit the fragments together takes considerable patience.

Noun clauses are always singular too:

What one also needs is steady hands.

NOUNS FOLLOWED BY A FORM OF THE VERB BE

The verb agrees with what comes before it, no matter what comes after it:

Newspapers are his business.

His business is newspapers.
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MODIFIED NOUNS AND PRONOUNS 

Except for pronouns variable in number (see above), the number of a 
modified noun or pronoun depends on the noun (N) or pronoun (PR) 
itself—not on any of the modifiers (M) attached to it:

M
M N

A ship carrying hundreds of tourists enters the narrow harbor every Friday.

M
PR

Each of the tourists has a credit card, traveler’s checks, and the phone number
of the local consulate.

M
M M N

Any gold ornament, together with silver bracelets and earrings, always attracts a
crowd.

COMPOUNDS MADE WITH AND

1. Compound subjects made with and are plural when they are used before
the verb and refer to more than one thing:

The lion and the tiger belong to the cat family.

Bach and Beethoven are among the greatest composers of all time.

2. When a compound subject made with and follows the verb, and the
first item in the compound is singular, the verb may agree with that:

There was a desk and three chairs in the room.

Strictly speaking, the verb should agree with both items: There were a desk
and three chairs in the room. But since There were a desk sounds odd, no
matter what follows desk, the verb may agree with desk alone—the first
item. If the first item is plural, the verb always agrees with it:

At the entrance stand two marble pillars and a statue of Napoleon.

3. A compound subject that is made with and and refers to only one
thing is always singular:

The founder and first president of the college was Eleazor Wheelock.
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ITEMS JOINED BY OR, EITHER . . . OR, AND SO ON

When items are joined by or, either . . . or, neither . . . nor, not . . . but, or not
only . . . but also, the verb agrees with the item just before it:

Neither steel nor glass cuts a diamond.

Not a new machine but new workers are needed for the job.

NOUNS SPELLED THE SAME WAY IN SINGULAR AND PLURAL 

A noun spelled the same way in the singular and the plural depends for its
number on the way it is used:

A deer was nibbling the lettuce.

Two deer were standing in the middle of the road.

One means of campaigning is direct mail.

Two other means are TV advertising and mass rallies.

COLLECTIVE NOUNS AND NOUNS OF MEASUREMENT 

Collective nouns and nouns of measurement are singular when they refer
to a unit, and plural when they refer to the individuals or elements of 
a unit:

Half of the cake was eaten.

Half of the jewels were stolen.

Statistics is the study and analysis of numerical information about the
world.

Recent statistics show a marked decline in the U.S. birthrate during the past
twenty years.

Fifty dollars is a lot to ask for a cap.

SUBJECTS BEGINNING WITH EVERY

A subject beginning with every is normally singular:

Every cat and dog in the neighborhood was fighting.

But if the subject includes plural items, treat it as plural:

Every cat and two of the dogs were fighting.
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THE WORD NUMBER AS SUBJECT 

The word number is singular when it follows the, plural when it follows a:

The number of applications was huge.

A number of teenagers now hold full-time jobs.

FOREIGN WORDS AND EXPRESSIONS 

When the subject is a foreign word or expression, use a dictionary to find
out whether it is singular or plural:

The coup d’état has caught diplomats by surprise.

The Carbonari of the early nineteenth century were members of a secret
political organization in Italy.EXERCISE 3  
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Trouble Spots in Agreement

Singular nouns ending in -s:

The lens needs to be polished.

Plurals not ending in -s:

The new data require study.

Pronouns variable in number:

Hospital patients like doctors who listen.

My aunt has a doctor who listens.

Modified nouns and pronouns:

Each of the chairs is an antique.

Subjects joined by either . . . or, not only . . . but also, and so on:

Not only the managers but also the umpire was at fault.

Neither the pitcher nor his teammates were responsible.

Collective nouns and nouns of measurement:

The jury has a private room.

The jury are unable to agree on a verdict.

Modified nouns and pronouns:

One-third of the seniors are planning to study medicine.

Each of them has applied to medical school.

The word number as subject:

A number of women have applied for the job.

The number of applications has exceeded expectations.
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